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Abstract
Big data applications extensively use cache techniques to ac-
celerate data access. A key challenge for improving cache
utilization is provisioning a suitable cache size to fit the dy-
namic working set size (WSS) and understanding the related
item repetition ratio (IRR) of the trace. We propose Cuki, an
approximate data structure for efficiently estimating online
WSS and IRR for variable-size item access with proven ac-
curacy guarantee. Our solution is cache-friendly, thread-safe,
and light-weighted in design. Based on that, we design an
adaptive online cache capacity tuning mechanism. Moreover,
Cuki can also be adapted to accurately estimate the cache miss
ratio curve (MRC) online. We built Cuki as a lightweight plu-
gin of the widely-used distributed file caching system Alluxio.
Evaluation results show that Cuki has higher accuracy than
four state-of-the-art algorithms by over an order of magni-
tude and with better stability in performance. The end-to-end
data access experiments show that the adaptive cache tuning
framework using Cuki reduces the table querying latency by
79% and improves the file reading throughput by 29% on av-
erage. Compared with the cutting-edge MRC approach, Cuki
uses less memory and improves accuracy by around 73% on
average. Cuki is deployed on one of the world’s largest social
platforms to run the Presto query workloads.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, distributed data-intensive frameworks like
Flink [9], Spark [49], Presto [37], which frequently read data
from tables and files, commonly use a caching layer as one
key optimization to improve data accessing performance.
However, allocating the right amount of cache storage can be
non-trivial: excessive resource unnecessarily increases the
cost, while insufficient capacity degrades the performance.
Dynamic online workloads [24, 42] make this problem even
more challenging. Particularly, when operating the Presto
deployments, we introduced Alluxio [1, 25] as its caching
layer and observed a high cache hit ratio. It was important,
however, unclear to us based on existing cache metrics to tell

if we could reduce the cache capacity of Presto servers while
maintaining the high cache hit ratio.

Existing approaches about how to tune the cache capacity
can be mainly summarized into four categories: (1) Rule-
based approaches [21, 24, 34, 42] tune cache sizes based on
cache metric related rules. However, it always adjusts the
cache size to fit the working set size blindly and frequently.
(2) ML-based approaches [4, 28, 30, 33, 35] train machine
learning models with historical data offline and predict proper
cache sizes in the future. Nevertheless, the model might be
inaccurate under online dynamic workloads. (3) MRC-based
approaches [15,19,22,36,40,41,45,51,52] explore the optimal
cache size by exploring a miss ratio curve (MRC) as the
function of the cache size. However, MRC is generated by
assuming each item has the same size or cost, which is not
always true in practice. (4) Window-based approaches [5, 11,
20] determine the cache capacity by estimating the cardinality
of items in a sliding window. But, it can not estimate the
working set size of items in variable size or organized in
multiple scopes.

Understanding the online accurate working set size (WSS)
and item repetition ratio (IRR) is important for tuning appro-
priate cache capacity [35, 51].

Accurate WSS estimation supports better cache capacity
planning, leading to higher cache hit rate and significant end-
to-end performance improvement. In the cluster, WSS and
IRRs insight need to be captured in real-time since the data
access load may vary dynamically. In addition, it is imperative
to use low CPU and memory resource, as it is long-running
and may scale to dozens and hundreds of nodes. What’s more,
to monitor WSS and IRR of various applications, it needs to
track the online items that have different sizes and structure
levels. To sum up, ideally, to effectively tune the cache size
online, an accurate, time-efficient, dynamic, light-weighted
approach for tracking the working set size (WSS) and variable-
size item repetition ratio (IRR) in a sliding window is needed.

We propose Cuki, an approximate data structure for esti-
mating the online WSS and IRR for variable-size item access
with proven accuracy guarantee and little overhead in the slid-
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ing window. Generally, we face three challenges in the design
and usage of Cuki.

The first challenge is how to estimate the WSS and IRR
online with little resource and proven accuracy. The item
size can span over 8 ∼ 9 orders of magnitude [24, 42] in the
production environment. Therefore, inaccurate tracking items
such as sampling may lose critical items, which may cause a
huge drop in WSS estimation. The amount of data accessed
in a time window can be quite large. It would be very time-
inefficient and space-costly to store and calculate the item
information online. To address this challenge, we carefully
design a compact data structure with the approximate and
item-wise tracking mechanisms.

The second challenge is how to achieve good scalability in
high concurrency scenarios like multi-threading. It is common
for real-world applications to access data concurrently. As the
number of threads increases, the consistency and efficiency
of concurrent access issues become obvious. To address this
challenge, we adopt and propose a series of fine-grained con-
currency control methods (§ 4), such as opportunistic aging.

The third challenge is how to judge the cache status under
various scenarios with Cuki. It is non-trivial to tell whether
the cache is overloaded or underused at a moment due to the
variety of WSS and the cache-friendliness of the applications
online. To address this challenge, we get the cache status in-
sights by comparing the real cache size and the cache hit ratio
with the WSS and IRR estimated by Cuki online, respectively.

By working with both Presto and Alluxio open source com-
munities, our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• Lightweight and Accurate WSS/IRR Estimation: We
design an approximate data structure, called Cuki, to estimate
WSS and IRR online over a sliding window with little re-
source overhead and proven accuracy. Cuki uses an item-wise
fine-grained tracking mechanism to reduce WSS error caused
by missing critical items (e.g., large ones). In our experiment,
with a 96KB memory space size, Cuki can provide 99.07%
accuracy for a 511MB working set size over the MSR data
trace (§ 6.3). In addition, Cuki supports multi-scope WSS
estimation with an easy feature extension.
• Fine-grained Concurrency Control Methods: To im-
prove the efficiency of the concurrent access in Cuki, we pro-
pose opportunistic aging which decreases the lock contention
risk in high concurrency scenarios. In addition, we adopt the
segmented lock and two-phase based insertion mechanisms
to guarantee data consistency in concurrent access.
• Adaptive Online Cache Capacity Tuning Framework
Using Cuki: Finally, we propose an adaptive online cache
capacity tuning mechanism based on Cuki. It judges whether
the current workload, such as table querying and file reading,
is cache-friendly or not, and further tells whether the cache
system is overloaded or underused. Accordingly, the proposed
cache capacity tuning mechanism can adjust the cache storage
size online to fit current workloads.

• Extensive Evaluation and Application Practice: Exper-
imental results on extensive benchmarks show that Cuki
achieves over 10× higher accuracy with more stable perfor-
mance compared with state-of-the-art methods. The cache
tuning mechanism using Cuki can reduce the table reading
latency by 79% on average, and improve the file reading
throughput by 29% on average, respectively. Compared with
the cutting-edge MRC approach, Cuki uses less memory and
improves the accuracy by 73% on average. In addition, end-
to-end real-world query workload experiments show that the
proposed approach is effective for large-scale cache systems.

2 Background

Cuckoo Filter: A Cuckoo filter [17] is a well-known approx-
imate data structure for deciding whether a given item is in a
set or not. It consists of several buckets, and each bucket has
four slots by default. Each item has two candidate buckets
in a Cuckoo filter. To save space, a Cuckoo filter stores the
fingerprint of an item rather than the item itself.

To insert item x, the Cuckoo filter first gets the fingerprint of
x as f . Then, the Cuckoo filter hashes the x to get the first can-
didate bucket position b1. The other candidate bucket position
can be obtained by computing b2 = b1 ⊕ hash( f ). The item
x will be inserted into an empty slot of these two candidate
buckets. If both candidate buckets are full, the Cuckoo filter
relocates other items iteratively until it finds an empty slot. To
check whether item x is already in the set, the Cuckoo filter
first computes the two candidate buckets of x as described
above. Then, it checks the items’ fingerprints in these two
buckets. If the Cuckoo filter finds one’s fingerprint is the same
as x’s fingerprint, it returns true. Otherwise, it returns false.
Miss Ratio Curve: A key challenge of cache resource allo-
cation is understanding the relationship between the cache
hit ratio and the cache size. The miss ratio curve (MRC) is a
common approach to figure out this relationship. The basic
idea of MRC is to generate a miss ratio curve as a function
of the cache size. With the generated miss ratio curves, users
can allocate the cache size properly by observing the trend of
the cache miss ratio with the cache size.

A traditional way [29] to generate a miss ratio curve of
the specific trace is to compute the reuse distance of each
item. The reuse distance of a specific item x represents how
many items have been cached since the last access of the x.
Since the reuse distance of each item has been recorded, this
approach will give an ideal miss ratio curve. However, the
online overhead of this approach is non-negligible.

To reduce the overhead of generating MRCs, recent re-
search work use sampling techniques. Counter Stack [45]
uses down-sampled and pruned probabilistic counters.
SHARDS [41] samples the input trace. AET [22] uses av-
erage eviction time to construct MRC. Mini-sim [40] extends
SHARDS by using miniature simulation.
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However, these methods [22, 40, 41, 45] have three limita-
tions. First, they need to store or process a separate I/O trace.
Second, they use sampling techniques, which are likely to
miss heavy hitters (large-sized items) and incur inaccuracy.
Third, they focus on processing fixed-size item accesses and
need some redesign to handle variable-size objects. RAR-
CM [51] uses the hashmap to store the item access informa-
tion and estimate the item repetition ratio (IRR) for generating
an approximate MRC. However, RAR-CM is still primarily
designed for fixed-size item access and needs 128 bits to store
each item. Our Cuki only needs 52 bits for each item to sup-
port variable-size item access MRC generation and is around
73% more accurate than RAR-CM (§ 6.7).

Though the overhead for Cuki to generate MRC is low,
MRC generation brings additional overhead for Cuki after all.
Since WSS/IRR estimation is usually sufficient for cache size
tuning in our environment, we finally choose the WSS/IRR
estimation as the main approach.
Prior Cache Size Tuning Approaches: The critical difficulty
in improving cache utilization is tuning the proper cache size
online with limited resource. Prior approaches can be mainly
summarized into four categories:

• Rule-based: Rule-based approaches [21, 24, 34, 42] ob-
serve cache usage metrics. If the observed metrics exceed or
are less than the predefined threshold, it tunes the cache size.
For example, Pocket [24] increases the cache size when cache
usage exceeds 80%. However, due to lacking knowledge of
the working set sizes of online workloads, it does not know
what the best cache size should be tuned to each time.
• ML-based: ML-based approaches [4, 28, 30, 33, 35] train
machine learning models with historical data offline for fur-
ther predicting proper cache sizes according to the workloads
online. However, the pre-trained models based on historical
data can hardly be adapted to dynamic online workload sce-
narios which have quite different data access patterns.
• MRC-based: MRC-based methods [15,19,36,52] explore
the optimal cache size by generating a miss ratio curve (MRC)
as a function of the cache size. To reduce the overhead of
generating MRCs, several approaches [22, 40, 41, 45] use
sampling techniques. However, they are likely to miss heavy
hitters, which would incur inaccuracy. Moreover, most MRC-
based approaches are designed for fixed-size item access,
which might be inaccurate for variable-size item.
• Window-based: Window-based methods [5, 11, 20] esti-
mate the cardinality of items in a sliding window. However,
they can hardly compute the accurate total size due to being
unaware of each item’s size with limited memory space and
little time cost.

3 Design of Cuki

To efficiently estimate the real-time working set size (WSS)
and the item repetition ratio (IRR) of various-granularity data

bucket
(an array of entries)

fingerprint clock size payloadhash table
(an array of buckets)

entry (item) 
(a set of fields)

counters
Working Set Size

Repeated Items Number

Total Items Number

Repeated Items Size

Total Items Size

Figure 1: Data structure of Cuki.

access over sliding time windows, we design a compact ap-
proximate data structure called Cuki. In addition, we have
theoretically proved that Cuki outperforms the state-of-the-art
comparing algorithms in space usage under the same false
positive rate. The proof details are moved in Appendix B due
to page limitation. In this section, we introduce the main data
structure and supported operations of Cuki.

3.1 Data Structure

Cuki is built on the Cuckoo filter [17]. The first reason we
choose the Cuckoo filter is that it supports deletion so that
we can remove stale items. Second, different from the Bloom
filter, one item occupies one slot in the Cuckoo filter, so it is
easy to extend cells for recording items’ size.

In general, Cuki is an approximate membership query data
structure with the following features: 1) similar to the Cuckoo
filter [17], Cuki stores the items’ fingerprints rather than the
original data, which is memory-efficient. Different from the
Cuckoo filter, Cuki has a more sophisticated design to sup-
port time window semantics, working set size estimation, and
payload field extension. 2) Cuki supports insertion, lookup,
deletion, and aging operations at the item level with efficient
concurrency access control mechanisms. 3) Cuki provides
built-in efficient and accurate working set size estimation
in multi-scopes over the sliding time window based on the
lightweight tracking of each item insertion and deletion.

Figure 1 shows the data structure of Cuki. It contains a hash
table with multiple fixed-length buckets, each of which has
several fixed-length entries to store items. Each entry has four
fields to track an item’s information: fingerprint, clock value,
encoded size, and payload. In addition, there are five kinds of
atomic counters, including working set size, repeated items
number, total items number, repeated items size, and total
items size, which are high-level global metrics. Particularly,
repeated items number records the number of items that are
repeatedly accessed in a sliding window, and the total items
number is the total accessed items number in a sliding window.
Cuki can calculate IRR by simply dividing repeated items
number by total items number. All these five metrics are
updated along with inserting or deleting items. Similar to the
IRR, the bytes repetition ratio can also be easily calculated
as repeated items size / total items size.

The fingerprint field is a succinct representation of an
item. Usually, the fingerprint has few bits and is much
smaller than the original item size. Moreover, similar to
the Cuckoo filter, the fingerprint length of Cuki also of-
fers a trade-off between accuracy and space, i.e., Cuki can
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achieve more accurate estimation with longer fingerprints.
The clock value represents the freshness of an item. The

higher, the fresher. Cuki sets the clock value of an item to a
predefined value of MAX_AGE when the item is accessed
(insertion or lookup) and periodically decreases it over time by
the aging operation. Using s bits for each clock, MAX_AGE
is set to 2s − 1, where s is an accuracy-to-space trade-off
parameter. Suppose the sliding window size is T , the aging
operation will be executed every T

2s−1 . The aging operation
ensures that the stale items are cleared timely. Moreover,
since the aging operation is executed more frequently using a
longer clock bits length, there will be fewer errors in sliding
windows. Aging operations can work in the background. In
addition, we can further amortize the computation overhead
by the opportunistic aging strategy in § 4.2.

The size field stores the encoded size of each item. There
exist some naive several size encoding techniques, such as
Full-size Encoding which directly stores each item’s exact
accurate size and Truncation Encoding that only stores the
higher bits of the item size, since they are more important than
the lower bits. To make a better tradeoff between accuracy
and space overhead, we propose the Grouped Size Encoding
technique. It saves the lower bits of each item into size groups.
Every prefix has a corresponding size group to record the
size of items with the same prefix. Each size group has two
counters: counts (total number of items) and total_bytes (total
item size). For insertion, Cuki increases counts by 1 and
total_bytes by the item’s size. When an item is removed, Cuki
decreases total_bytes by the average size total_bytes/counts,
and counts by 1. For a prefix length of γ · len bits, there are
2γ·len size groups in total. The space overhead of grouped size
encoding is γ ·N · len+2γ·len ·C, where C is the bits length of
the above two counters for each size group.

Apart from the above size encoding methods, more sophis-
ticated size encoding strategies [6, 7, 14] are also compatible
with Cuki. However, these methods require additional compu-
tation. Thus, we choose not to use them as the main strategies.

The payload field stores auxiliary information of an item.
Although the former three fields are enough for the work-
ing set size estimation problem, we leave the payload as an
auxiliary field for customized needs. In § 3.2, we introduce
an example extension usage of the payload field, namely the
multi-scope working set size estimation.

3.2 Operations in Cuki

Item Insertion: First, Cuki computes the fingerprint and two
bucket indices b1 and b2 of a given item x by Equations (1)
~ (3), respectively.

f = fingerprint(x), (1)
b1 = hash(x), (2)
b2 = b1⊕hash( f ). (3)

Through Equations (1) ~ (3), Cuki can compute two candi-

𝒚𝒚,3,7An empty entry An occupied entry that stores 𝒚𝒚’s fingerprint value 
(e.g., 𝒚𝒚), clock value (e.g., 3) and size value (e.g., 7)Cuckoo path

Insert 𝒙𝒙 along the 
cuckoo path.

𝒚𝒚,3,7

𝒛𝒛,1,4

Compute the indices of 
𝒙𝒙 ’s two candidate buckets. 

①

Store 𝒙𝒙’s fingerprint, clock and size by kicking out 𝒚𝒚’s entry.②

Move 𝒚𝒚’s entry to its alternative 
candidate bucket by kicking out 𝒛𝒛’s entry.

③

Move 𝒛𝒛’s entry to the empty entry of 
its alternative candidate bucket.

④

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
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(a) Item insertion operation.
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hash table hash table

(b) Aging operation.
Figure 2: Illustration of insertion/aging operations in Cuki.

date buckets by fingerprint without original item information.
Next, it searches for an empty entry in the two candidate
buckets. If successful, Cuki stores the item’s fingerprint and
encoded size in that entry and initializes the entry’s clock
value to MAX_AGE. Otherwise, it relocates other entries it-
eratively until it finds an empty entry. Specifically, Cuki finds
a cuckoo path in the hash table [18]. The cuckoo path starts
with a candidate bucket and ends with an empty entry. Cuki
performs the insertion by moving items along this cuckoo
path. For example, the red color line in Figure 2(a) is a cuckoo
path, which starts with the bucket 1 and ends with the bucket
5. For inserting x into bucket 1, the entry y in bucket 1 will
be kicked out to bucket 3. This leads the entry z in bucket 3
will be kicked out to bucket 5. The Cuckoo path length will
grow as item insertion, which might lead to long tail latency.
We will discuss how to mitigate this in § 4.1.
Item Lookup: Cuki’s item lookup first computes the finger-
print and two bucket indices of a given item x by Equations
(1) ~ (3). Then, it checks if there exists an entry that matches
the fingerprint within the two candidate buckets. If yes, it
resets this entry’s clock value to MAX_AGE and returns true.
Otherwise, it returns false.
Item Deletion and Aging: Cuki supports removing an en-
try (item) by the item deletion operation or the item aging
operation (§ 4.2) at an item’s maximum age. Cuki’s deletion
method first looks up the candidate buckets which are de-
scribed above. Then, it removes the entry which matches the
fingerprint.
Item updating: If an item’s attribute (e.g., size) changes,
Cuki needs only one-single table access to swiftly alter the
hash table entry’s fields without searching the cuckoo path. If
an item’s ID changes, Cuki considers it a new insertion. The
old item can be deleted ad-hoc or via aging with performance-
accuracy tradeoff. In addition, data updates are non-common
in big data OLAP applications.

It is not trivial to automatically remove stale items from
the sliding window. A straightforward accurate solution is to
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record all item IDs and timestamps (64 bits). This method
requires too much memory because of the large number of
timestamps. In recent years, some methods [3,5,20] try remov-
ing stale items without timestamps. However, as we analyze
in § 6.3, these methods are either poorly memory utilized
or inaccurate. Different from these methods, the clock algo-
rithm [13] can remove stale items in time with little memory
overhead (8~16 bits, as shown in § 6.2).

Therefore, we introduce clock into our data structure. Every
entry in Cuki is associated with a clock value. Once an entry’s
clock value reaches zero, it should be removed because of the
staleness. This can be done by periodical aging operations
in the background. Specifically, suppose the length of the
sliding window is T , the bits length of the clock field is s,
then the aging period of Cuki is T

2s−1 . The length of window
T can be either time-based or count-based [11, 20]. The time-
based sliding window contains items that arrive in the last T
time units. The count-based sliding window contains the last
T items. In each aging operation, it iterates the whole hash
table in order and decreases each entry’s clock value by 1. If
an entry’s clock value is already down to zero before aging,
Cuki deletes this entry. Figure 2(b) shows an aging example.
For items x and y, the aging operation decreases their clock
values by 1; while for item z, whose clock value was zero, it
is removed. Though using clock to remove stale items can
save much memory, it brings errors in results. We have put the
theoretical analysis of the above statement in Appendix B.1
due to space limitation.
Entire Working Set Size Enquiry: Besides the above item-
level operations, Cuki also natively supports working size-
level operations, such as the entire working set size enquiry.

In fact, computing the entire WSS by online scanning the
entries in a full hash table and summing up their sizes is very
time-inefficient and resource-costly for each query request. In-
stead, we maintain a counter inside Cuki. The counter tracks
the WSS, updates it when inserting or deleting (e.g., by aging)
items, and can thus always answer entire WSS enquiry in con-
stant time. The counter is implemented with an atomic class.
Thus, it can be concurrently updated safely and efficiently.
Multi-scope Working Set Size Enquiry: In addition to en-
tire WSS enquiry, Cuki also supports WSS enquiry at the
scope level, which queries the sizes of specific scopes of the
entire working set. Different scopes can be regarded as differ-
ent parts of the entire working set (e.g., different tables of a
database, or different partitions of a table). The information of
each scope size is useful for resource scheduling methods [39]
and optimizing multi-tenant systems [23, 46]. For example,
in a large-scale query engine, we can use multi-scope WSS
estimation to find the table with the biggest WSS, which is us-
aully queried frequently. Replicating this table to more nodes
of the cache system may help increase the throughput of the
query engine.

To estimate multi-scope WSS, we can easily encode the
scope information (e.g., mapping scopes to an integer by

a hash table) into several bits and store them in the pay-
load field of Cuki. In addition, we need to maintain a set
of independent counters (e.g., WSS, repeated items size,
and total items size) for each scope in Cuki. For exam-
ple, when an item x belonging to scope Scopek is inserted,
Cuki will store the encoded scope Scopek along with the
entry of x, and increase the independent WSS counter of
Scopek. When the deletion or aging operation removes x,
Cuki can figure out the scope that x belongs to, by check-
ing the encoded scope information in its payload field,
and decreases the relevant WSS counter of that accordingly.

In practice, for existing methods, it is non-trivial to allocate
a suitable memory size for each scope without prior knowl-
edge of each scope’s cardinality. Instead, in Cuki, the items of
different scopes can share the same total hash table space, by
using the encoded scope information in their payload fields
to distinguish from each other. Thus, it is not necessary to
allocate static memory space for each scope in Cuki.

4 Concurrency Control in Cuki

4.1 Segmented Lock and Concurrent Insertion
We first introduce the basic concurrency control technique
called segmented lock adopted in Cuki. Then, we describe
how Cuki supports concurrent insertion.
Segmented Lock: Cuki divides the whole hash table into
several segments, and each segment is guarded by one single
lock. Users can configure the number of buckets per seg-
mented lock to tradeoff lock overhead and contention. On the
one hand, the item insertion, lookup, and deletion may access
different segments at the same time. To avoid deadlock in
operations, we always acquire and release the locks in order.
On the other hand, each segmented lock guards a group of
adjacent buckets. Therefore, for the aging operation, there is
no need to repeatedly acquire a lock for scanning items in
the same segment. Moreover, each lock manages a physically
continuous space. Benefiting from this cache-friendly design,
the aging operation can be executed faster. This is because
the aging operation accesses Cuki sequentially.
Concurrent Insertion: It is non-trivial to handle the con-
current insertion operations in Cuki. As analyzed in [18],
there will be a false negative error under concurrency when
moving items along the cuckoo path. To eliminate the false
negative error, similar to [18, 26], we separate the insertion
process into two phases: the path discovery and item move-
ment phases. In the path discovery phase, Cuki finds a cuckoo
path [18] that starts from two alternative buckets and ends
at an empty entry. Then, in the item movement phase, Cuki
moves items backward along the cuckoo path. Cuki always
acquires locks before each above phase, guaranteeing each
operation’s atomicity.

With more items inserted into Cuki, the Cuckoo path length
increases, which might lead to long tail latency. The item
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movement may also fail as analyzed in [26]. The probabil-
ity of insertion failure is less than 1.75× 10−5 in their en-
vironment. In our experiment and production environment,
there is almost no insertion failure most of the time. Also,
we find that 97% of Cuckoo paths have lengths below 2, and
99.99% of Cuckoo paths have lengths below 4 in MSR trace
with 192KB memory. To totally avoid insertion failure and
long tail latency, one can allocate appropriate memory size
for Cuki by using space resizing techniques [10, 27, 43, 50].
Specifically, when the load of Cuki reaches the high water-
mark, according to the solution proposed in [50], we can
resize the Cuki’s capacity by adding an extra homogeneous
Cuki data structure after the existing one. The new incoming
items can be inserted into the expanded data structure [50].
Except for this solution, we can adopt “partial-key linear hash-
ing” technique proposed in [43] to increase the capacity of
Cuki in a fine-grained fashion. Furthermore, similar to [26],
we adopt breadth-first search to find an empty entry. It
can be theoretically proven that the Cuckoo path found by
BFS is shorter than that found by DFS [26].

4.2 Opportunistic Aging

To update the data freshness over the sliding window, Cuki
performs aging operations periodically in the background. At
each background aging, Cuki scans the whole hash table. It
first acquires the lock of each segment, then ages the items in
that segment in turn. However, the background aging suffers
from the following issues in high concurrency scenarios.
Issue 1. Large fluctuation of estimation result: In back-
ground aging, massive obsolete items will be cleared simulta-
neously. As a result, the estimated working set size varies a
lot before and after the aging execution. Therefore, the aging
can significantly affect the error in the estimated WSS, which
decreases the estimation accuracy and stability. We conduct
an experiment to verify this, and it is in Appendix C.1.
Issue 2. Lock contention with user operations: Most op-
erations in Cuki (e.g., insertion, lookup, and aging) require
holding the lock first, which causes lock contention among
these operations. It brings in two kinds of issues. First, when
the aging operation is in execution, if there are too many ob-
solete items that need to be removed, the other data access
operations will be blocked for a long time until the lock held
by the aging process is released. It increases the delay of
other data access operations. Second, when the aging opera-
tion is waiting for execution, if there exist so many insertions
or lookup operations, the aging operation might wait a long
period before getting the lock. Thus, the obsolete items in
Cuki may not be removed in time by aging, which decreases
the estimation accuracy of Cuki.

To address these issues, we propose a lightweight concur-
rency control strategy called opportunistic aging. It amor-
tizes the aging operation into the insertion operations in Cuki.
It brings two main advantages. First, the full aging task is

Algorithm 1 Opportunistic Aging in Cuki
Input: S i is the segment to be aged, Pi is the aging pointer of S i.

1: Noa← the number of items to be aged;
2: while Noa > 0 && Pi < S i.length do
3: /* aging the Pith buckets of segment S i */
4: AgingBucket(GetBucket(S i, Pi));
5: Pi← Pi +1;
6: Noa← Noa −1;

split into multiple minor aging tasks, making the sliding win-
dow move smoother. Second, since fewer entries need to be
checked in background aging, it reduces the lock contention
risk with the background aging.

Specifically, each segment in Cuki has a pointer to track
its aging progress. Both opportunistic aging and background
aging start working from the pointer’s position. Noa items are
aged during each opportunistic aging. The pointer advances
accordingly. Subsequently, background aging ages the remain-
ing items in each segment from the position of the pointer left
by opportunistic aging. If the aging pointer is at the end of the
segment, background aging will skip this segment. Therefore,
opportunistic aging reduces lock contention.

Algorithm 1 elaborates the procedure of opportunistic ag-
ing. First, it computes the number of items that need to be
aged (noted as Noa) by the elapsed time from the beginning
of the aging period (Line 1). Suppose S i is the segment to be
aged, Pi is the aging pointer (index) of S i, Ni is the number of
buckets in S i, T is the time interval of each aging period, tcur
is the elapsed time from the beginning of the aging period,
Noa can be computed by the equation:

Noa = Ni×
tcur

T
−Pi. (4)

It guarantees that the aging progress is consistent with
the movement of the sliding window. Besides, to reduce
the latency of each insertion operation, we limit the
maximum number of items cleared during each oppor-
tunistic aging. Then, We conduct the aging operation
on the Noa items in the segment S i (Lines 2-6). The
remaining stale items, which have not been removed by
opportunistic aging, will be cleared by the background aging.

Regarding accuracy, ClockSketch [11] reveals that some
stale items are not cleaned timely by background aging (also
analyzed in our Appendix B). Opportunistic aging can miti-
gate this error by preemptively removing certain stale items
before background aging.

5 Cache Capacity Online Tuning Using Cuki

In this section, we show how Cuki can facilitate online cache
capacity tuning for many data access applications. First, Cuki
can be used in implementing the cache size adaptive tuning
mechanism. Based on that, it can accelerate data access, in-
cluding table querying and file reading. In addition, Cuki can
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also help generate miss ratio curves (MRCs), which provides
an in-depth understanding of the relationship between the
cache hit ratio and the cache size.

5.1 Data Access Application Acceleration

During setting the cache capacity for applications, we are
mainly faced with two key cache-related questions: 1) What
is the degree of the data access temporal locality for a given
data access stream? 2) How to optimize the cache utilization
online for a given data access stream?

5.1.1 Adaptive Cache Capacity Tuning Framework

In the following, we introduce the key metrics of the Cuki,
which can be used for adaptive cache capacity tuning. To
explain how to track and optimize the cache utilization with
Cuki, we define the following key metrics.
• CSS: The cache space size, which can usually be obtained
from configurations or metric monitoring of the cache system.
• WSS: The working set size over the time window, which
is estimated by Cuki online.
• CHR: The realistic cache hit ratio of the cache system,
which is often exposed by the cache metric monitor system.
• IRR: The item repetition ratio over the time window esti-
mated by Cuki. IRR is computed by ∥R∥

∥O∥ , where O and R are
the set of total accessed items and repeatedly accessed items
in the time window, respectively.

The proposed adaptive cache capacity tuning mechanism
can answer the above questions by tracking WSS and IRR in
constant time with Cuki.

IRR measures the data access temporal locality of the ap-
plication online. Specifically, since every repeatedly accessed
item is counted by Cuki, IRR can be regarded as the upper
bound of the cache hit ratio for the realistic cache system
over the past time window. WSS is the total size of recently
accessed items. It reflects the realistic cache demand of the
application in the time window. In fact, as we observed in our
real-world query service scenarios and other applications re-
ported in existing work [48,53], the working set size and data
repetition ratio do not significantly change in a short period,
following the law of temporal data locality. Thus, for a work-
load, its estimated WSS and IRR over adjacent time windows
are likely similar, and we can use the current estimation to
optimize the cache capacity for the near future.

Cuki has two main advantages in estimating WSS and IRR.
First, it can track the WSS over sliding time windows accu-
rately and stably. Second, it supports updating and querying
WSS with constant time complexity, which makes real-time
tracking and dynamic adjustment possible.

Figure 3 illustrates how Cuki and the above defined
metrics can help to improve the cache system efficiency.
Cuki is embedded into cache layer and cooperates with

Cache 
Inspector

Cache
System

Data Access 
Application

IRR is low
(e.g., IRR < 𝜽𝜽𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅)

Cache
Status

A: Workload Cache 
Unfriendlly

B: Cache System 
Overloaded

Cuki

Working Set Size (WSS)
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Cuki Metrics

C: Cache System 
Underused

Cache
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Cache Hit Ratio (CHR)
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…
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(e.g., CHR > 𝜽𝜽𝒖𝒖)

N N

Y Y Y

Data Access Request Data Access Request

Figure 3: Workflow of adaptive cache capacity tuning mecha-
nism based on Cuki (grey components are proposed by us).

the cache system seamlessly. The cache system has on-
line CSS and CHR metrics, while Cuki contains WSS
and IRR statistics during the corresponding time windows.
When a data access request arrives, the metrics of the
cache system and Cuki are simultaneously updated.

The cache inspector figures out the cache system status by
comparing these metrics according to the logic in Figure 3.
Based on the cache status and the metrics in Cuki, the cache
space size can be appropriately tuned up and down online.

Specifically, the cache inspector will measure the data tem-
poral locality of the workload by checking the item repetition
ratio IRR estimated by Cuki. For case A in Figure 3, if IRR is
low (smaller than a predefined threshold θd1, e.g., 50%), the
workload itself is not cache-friendly, which means that there
exists little repeated data access during the time window. In
this case, even if adding huge cache space, we can barely get
a higher cache hit ratio CHR.

In other cases, when IRR is high, the cache inspector will
check CHR, cache space size CSS, and the working set size
WSS over the time window. For case B in Figure 3, when CHR
is low (smaller than a predefined threshold θd2, e.g., 50%) and
CSS<WSS, it means that the cache system is overloaded, and
there indeed exists some room to improve the cache perfor-
mance further. This is because the CHR is low, but CSS is
still less than the realistic cache demand measured by the esti-
mated WSS. In this case, we can improve the cache efficiency
by increasing CSS. For example, the size of an application’s
data table usually increases as the number of application users
grows. The cache system will be under-provisioned if CSS is
not carefully configured accordingly. However, with the esti-
mated WSS as the indicator, we can allocate an appropriate
amount of cache resource easily online.

Besides, if both IRR and CHR are high (larger than a prede-
fined threshold θu, e.g., 90%), it means that the cache system
has sufficient cache resource. However, the resource might
be wasted when we allocate superfluous cache space over
the realistic cache demand measured by the estimated WSS
in Cuki (case C in Figure 3). In this case, the cache sys-
tem is underused. In real-world practice, we can tune down
the cache space or leverage this information to optimize the
query task scheduling algorithms or the cluster resource rout-
ing strategies. For example, we can facilitate the load balance
of the cache system by prioritizing scheduling the query tasks
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Figure 4: Data access applications using Cuki.

to the compute nodes where the cache is still underused.
In the last case, where both the cache hit ratio CHR and

the item repetition ratio IRR are high, and the cache space
size CSS matches the estimated realistic cache demand WSS,
the cache system is working in healthy status.

5.1.2 Table Querying Acceleration Framework

Figure 4(a) shows how the proposed adaptive cache capac-
ity tuning mechanism is integrated with Presto and Alluxio.
Presto is designed for performing SQL query computation
in memory. The Presto coordinator distributes the execution
plan fragments to Presto workers according to the scheduling
strategy. Presto workers execute query plan fragments on the
data read from the remote HDFS/S3. Since Presto workers
do not store the data, they tend to use Alluxio clients as their
cache tier. We implement the Cuki in Alluxio client to track
the LocalCache access. In order to use Alluxio LocalCache as
Presto worker’s cache, Alluxio client Jar files are distributed
to each Presto worker.

Each Presto worker queries Alluxio LocalCache inside
the same JVM through a standard HDFS interface. First,
Presto transforms the queried partitions into several splits.
Then, Presto coordinator makes the best attempt to assign the
same split to the same worker, which is cache-friendly. If the
queried splits are in the Alluxio LocalCache, splits are directly
read from local RAM and returned to Presto. Otherwise, it
retrieves data from HDFS/S3 and caches the data to local
RAM of Presto worker. Cuki monitors the whole process of
the split access in each Presto worker and updates WSS/IRR.

5.1.3 File Reading Acceleration Framework

File reading is common in distributed applications, such as
online video websites and cloud downloading services. It’s
common that there exist some hot files which are more likely
to be accessed by applications in a nearby time period. Thus,
we can use a cache system to accelerate file reading by storing
hot files. However, the size of hot files changes as time flies,
which makes it hard to determine the proper cache size. As
shown in Figure 4(b), the proposed adaptive cache capacity
tuning mechanism based on Cuki can be used to solve this
problem. The implementation of the proposed adaptive cache
capacity tuning mechanism in file reading is similar to the

above section. First, the requests for files are sent to the Al-
luxio master. Then, the Alluxio master checks whether the
requested files are stored in one of the Alluxio clients. If so,
the requested files are directly read from the local RAM of the
Alluxio client. Otherwise, Alluxio reads files from HDFS/S3
and caches the data to the local RAM of the Alluxio client.
Cuki monitors the whole file access process in each Alluxio
client and updates WSS and IRR accordingly online.

5.2 Miss Ratio Curves Generation Using Cuki
Although WSS and IRR are useful enough for the adaptive
cache capacity tuning mechanism, they still can not show in-
depth insights into the relationship between the cache hit ratio
and the cache size. Generating a miss ratio curve (MRC) as a
function of the cache size is a common method to understand
the relationship between the cache hit ratio and the cache size
thoroughly. It only needs a little change in Cuki to generate
MRCs for variable-size item access.

Similar to most MRC generation approaches [40, 41, 51],
Cuki needs to store the reuse distance distribution as RD(x).
RD(x) represents how many items are re-accessed at x LRU
stack size (x is also called as the reuse distance). With RD(x),
Cuki can compute MRC(x) simply by

∑x
i=1 RD(i)

TC , where TC is
the total items number. To compute RD(x), Cuki tracks each
item’s clock value and stores the clock distribution as CD(y).
CD(y) represents the total size of items whose clock value is
y. With CD, Cuki computes the reuse distance of the accessed
item by distance =

∑max
i=y CD(i), where y is the clock value of

the accessed item. Then, Cuki increases the RD[distance] by
one. The length of the array CD is the MAX_AGE, which
is decided by the clock bits length. Because the clock bits
length is a small constant number (never exceeding 16 in our
evaluation), the space cost of CD is negligible.

In the following, we introduce how Cuki maintains CD
when the item’s clock value changes. We use oc and nc to
represent the old clock value and the new clock value, re-
spectively. The item’s clock value changes when the item is
accessed or aged. Then, Cuki decreases the CD[oc] by the
item size and increases the CD[nc] by the item size.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Experimental Setup
To be consistent with Alluxio and Presto, we implement Cuki
and comparison methods in Java. If not explicitly mentioned,
all approaches run on a server with Intel Xeon(R) Gold 6248
CPU with ten 2.5GHz cores. The version of Alluxio and
Presto in the experiment is 2.7.0 and 0.266, respectively.
Datasets and Workloads. Experiments are run on both exist-
ing benchmarks and real-world datasets with workloads:
(1) MSR I/O trace dataset [31]. We choose the
first 12,518,968 records of MSR web proxy workload
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as a typical dataset. Each record consists of three
disk access information: timestamp, offset, and size. In
our experiment, we use the offset to represent the item ID.
(2) Twitter dataset [48]. We choose the representative
Twemcache-cluster37 first-hour data which has 10,169,267
records, and the similar Twemcache-cluster35 first-day data
as our datasets. The record’s key is regarded as the item ID,
and the item’s size is the sum of key_size and value_size.
(3) YCSB dataset [12]. We generate a concatenated trace that
contains 10 million records by the YCSB generator [47]. Each
base trace follows a zipfian distribution [32] with a skewness
factor of 0.99. The item size of each base trace ranges from
512B to 1MB, but follows different zipfian distributions.
(4) TPC-DS [38]. Typical I/O bound queries in TPC-DS are
used for the end-to-end performance evaluation.
(5) Real-world query workloads. We also adopt the real-
world query workloads from one of our large scale Presto
clusters with 200 servers in § 6.8. The total data access size
of the workload is PB-level, and the cache space is TB-level.
Comparison Approaches. Following methods are evaluated:
(1) ClockSketch [11]. We add a 32-bit size counter for each
cell of ClockSketch for WSS estimation. When a cell is first
inserted, its size counter will be set to the item’s size.
(2) SlidingSketch [20]. We apply SlidingSketch to the Bloom
filter [8] for WSS estimation. Each domain of its bucket is
used to record the item size.
(3) SWAMP [5]. SWAMP stores each item’s frequency in a
data structure called TinyTable [16]. We extend the TinyTable
in SWAMP to record each item’s size.
(4) MBF [3]. We use the Multiple Bloom Filter (MBF) im-
plementation in the latest Alluxio version [3]. Each Bloom
filter [8] is implemented with Google’s Guava library [2].
(5) RAR-CM [51]. In RAR-CM, each block has a counter to
record the last access number. To support variable-size item,
we use the RAR-CM’s counter to record its last access bytes.
(6) Cuki and Cuki-OA. Cuki is the basic approximate data
structure proposed in this paper. Cuki-OA further uses the
opportunistic aging strategy in § 4.2.
Metrics. We measure accuracy and speed performance by
following metrics:
(1) Weighted Error Rate (WER). Let error_bytes be the to-
tal size of items that are evicted faster or slower than the ideal
sliding window. The WER can be calculated by error_bytes

total_bytes .

(2) Relative Error (RE). w−ŵ
w , where w and ŵ are exact and

estimated working set size (WSS), respectively.
(3) Average Relative Error (ARE). 1

|T |Σt∈T
|wt−ŵt |

wt
, where wt

and ŵt are the exact and estimated WSS at moment t.
(4) Mean Absolute Error (MAE). 1

N
∑
|MRC(x)−MRC′(x)|,

where N is the length of reuse distance array, MRC(x) is the
hit ratio at the cache size x.
(5) Throughput. In file reading experiment (§ 6.7), it is the
number of MB/s. In other experiments, it is # of operations/s.
(6) Query Latency. The end-to-end SQL query latency.
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Figure 5: Effects of parameters in Cuki.

Parameter Settings of Approaches. All methods use the
same memory size in each experiment. For the count-based
sliding window, we set the window size to 262,144 (218) and
measure RE every 64 time units. For the time-based sliding
window, we set the window size to one-hour and one-day for
the MSR and Twitter traces as different traffics, respectively.
The default size encoding approach for Cuki is grouped size
encoding. The bits length of the fingerprint, clock and size
fields in Cuki are set to 8 if not explicitly mentioned. The
settings of the comparing methods are fully tuned to nearly
achieve their best performance for a fair comparison.

6.2 Effect of WSS Estimation Parameters
To understand the impact of the Cuki’s parameters, we con-
duct experiments on the YCSB trace with a count-based slid-
ing window. The number of entries in Cuki is fixed to 262,144
(218), just enough to track all the items within a sliding win-
dow. To reduce other parameter interference, we use the full-
size encoding method by default in this section.
(1) Effect of fingerprint bits length. As shown in Figure 5(a),
as the fingerprint bits length grows, the ARE of both Cuki
and Cuki-OA is dramatically decreased. In fact, an item’s
key is represented by its fingerprint. Thus, a small fingerprint
bits length leads to different items being hashed to the same
fingerprint, resulting in high ARE. Moreover, compared with
Cuki, Cuki-OA decreases ARE by 37% on average, which
verifies the effectiveness of the opportunistic aging strategy.
(2) Effect of size encoding methods. Figure 5(b) illustrates
the influence of different size encoding methods. The per-
formance of the truncation encoding method using and not
using opportunistic aging is the same. Thus we only show the
truncation encoding in the figure. The black line represents
the ARE of the most accurate baseline (full-size encoding).

As shown in Figure 5(b), on the one hand, full-size encod-
ing achieves the best accuracy but it stores the entire accurate
size. Compared with the truncation encoding strategy, the
grouped size encoding strategy decreases ARE by 92% on
average when the group bits length is small (< 6 bits). Thus,
we can conclude that grouped size encoding achieves the best
trade-off between memory space and estimation accuracy.
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Figure 6: Performance comparison of accuracy.
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Figure 7: Accuracy of multi-scope estimation.

(3) Effect of clock bits length. As shown in Figures 5(c) and
5(d), the ARE and WER can be reduced by using more clock
bits. As shown in Figure 5(c), opportunistic aging (Cuki-OA)
decreases the ARE of Cuki by 26% on average when the
length of the clock bits is small (< 8 bits). Also, we can ob-
serve from Figure 5(d) that Cuki-OA barely increases WER.

Besides the above three parameters, the parameter sliding
window size can be set as the user demands. In the above
experiments, Cuki only needs a few extra bits to track each
item’s key, access freshness, and size. Therefore, we can con-
clude that Cuki can track each item only using several bits by
sacrificing negligible accuracy.

6.3 Accuracy of WSS Estimation

In this subsection, we evaluate the accuracy of Cuki by com-
paring it with cutting-edge WSS estimation methods over
the sliding window mechanism. Figure 6 exhibits the ARE of
different methods measured in the same run on two traces. We
double the memory size at the last point of each experiment to
meet the memory requirement of each approach. As shown in
Figure 6, while the performance of all comparison approaches
gets improved with more space, Cuki and Cuki-OA exhibit
better memory-accuracy efficiency. For example, Cuki-OA
decreases ARE from 12.26% to 0.93% as the memory space
increases to 96KB on the MSR trace. In addition, Cuki-OA
decreases the ARE of Cuki by an average of 11% and 37%
on the MSR and Twitter traces, respectively. As the memory
space gradually becomes larger, the ARE of Cuki decreases to
1% and lower. However, the ARE of coarse-grained tracking
methods, such as MBF, SlidingSketch, and ClockSketch, can
hardly further decrease even with sufficient memory.

Finally, we compare the accuracy of various methods on
multi-scope WSS estimation. We use the MSR dataset as a
typical benchmark and replay it with a 144× speedup. The
time-based sliding window size is set to one hour. All methods
in the experiments use the same 24MB memory size because
of the large multi-scope combined workload. As shown in
Figure 7, Cuki-OA reduces the ARE of Cuki by 33% and 22%
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Figure 8: Performance comparison of stability on MSR trace
(comparison methods use 2× larger memory than Cuki).

on average for the 8 and 16 scopes WSS estimation, respec-
tively. Secondly, the ARE of Cuki-OA is 11 and 8 times lower
than the comparison algorithms on average for the 8 and 16
scopes WSS estimation, respectively. It mainly benefits from
Cuki’s extensibility which allows items of different scopes to
make better usage of memory together.

To conclude, Cuki and Cuki-OA achieve the best accuracy
with the same memory consumption among all the methods.
More experiments on the YCSB trace or using the WER
metric are in Appendix C.2. They have similar conclusions.

6.4 Stability Performance of WSS Estimation

We evaluate the stability performance of different methods
under the time-based sliding window. More experiments on
the Twitter trace and the count-based sliding window are
available in Appendix C.3. They have similar conclusions.

We replay the MSR trace with 168× speedup and use
192KB memory for the Cuki. In order to meet the compari-
son methods’ memory requirements, they use double amount
of memory than Cuki. Figure 8 illustrates the stability per-
formance of different methods over the time-based sliding
window. SWAMP is omitted due to it only supports the count-
based sliding window. There are jagged fluctuations in estima-
tion for all methods because of the movement of the sliding
window. Specifically, MBF switches a Bloom filter out pe-
riodically and drops the corresponding items. ClockSkech’s
fluctuations are mainly due to hash collision with limited
memory. SlidingSketch can hardly track all items within a
sliding window due to limited memory space.

For Cuki, despite its performance being affected by aging
operations, its estimation is stable. The stability is mainly
attributed to its per-item size tracking. Notably, opportunistic
aging can make the movement of sliding windows smoother.

To conclude, Cuki and Cuki-OA use less memory and
achieve the most stable estimation results.

6.5 Scalability of WSS Estimation

We evaluate the thread scalability of the comparison methods.
Specifically, we use the MSR trace with the count-based slid-
ing window, and the memory size is set to 40KB. SWAMP is
omitted due to not supporting multi-thread concurrency.

Figure 9 shows that increasing concurrency can not im-
prove ClockSketch’s throughput significantly. SlidingSketch
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Figure 10: Performance of adaptive cache capacity tuning
mechanism in table querying (FC-100MB represents the fixed
cache size 100MB, FC-10GB-T represents running with WSS
estimation in the fixed cache size 10GB, others are similar).

has heavy aging tasks after each operation. Thus, its scala-
bility is limited. MBF can improve throughput by increasing
concurrency, but it needs to manage Bloom filters for insertion
and lookup, resulting in lower throughput than Cuki.

Cuki and Cuki-OA have near-linear multi-threading scala-
bility due to their fine-grained concurrency control optimiza-
tion strategies. To conclude, both Cuki and Cuki-OA achieve
near-linear multi-threading scalability.

6.6 Cache Tuning Performance with Cuki

(1) End-to-End Performance in Table Querying : The ex-
periments run on a Presto cluster with one coordinator and five
workers using the I/O-bound TPC-DS dataset. FC-150MB,
FC-280MB, and FC-10GB represent the cache system is in
overloaded, healthy, and underused statuses, respectively. The
280MB cache size is manually chosen because it is the most
competitive cache size that makes a good trade-off between
the cache hit ratio and the cache capacity.

The adaptive cache capacity tuning mechanism use 125MB
memory, which is the default value in MBF [3]. As shown in
Figure 10(a), the cache hit ratio of FC-150MB is the lowest
one. And, the cache hit ratio of FC-10GB can be regarded
as the upper bound. By using Cuki, the cache system nearly
achieves the upper bound of the cache hit ratio. Figure 10(b)
shows the average cache hit ratio and the maximum total
cache space allocated by the proposed adaptive cache capacity
tuning mechanism and others. Compared with FC-280MB,
our method improves the average cache hit ratio by around
11% while using a similar total cache size. This is because that
our method allocates the cache space to each Presto worker
according to their different demand. Overall, by using Cuki,
the cache system can not only reach the upper limit of the
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Figure 11: Performance of adaptive cache capacity tuning
mechanism in file reading (FC-200MB and FC-10GB repre-
sent the fixed cache size are 200MB and 10GB).
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Figure 12: Performance of Cuki in MRCs generation.

cache hit ratio, but also improve the cache utilization.
The average query latency of different approaches is shown

in Figure 10(c), the average query latency of FC-10GB-T
(the fixed 10 GB cache size with WSS estimation) is close
to FC-10GB. The average query latency of Cuki is close to
the FC-10GB which is the lower bound of latency. Compared
with MBF, FC-150MB, and FC-280MB, Cuki can reduce the
query latency by around 69%, 97%, and 71%, respectively.
(2) End-to-End Performance in File Reading: This experi-
ment uses the first 9000 data access requests in YCSB [47]
trace as the workload. For each unique trace item, we generate
a file whose size is the item value and store the file in remote
storage S3. We run the experiments on an Alluxio cluster
with three EC2 servers and deploy an EC2 client which runs
in three threads to access data. Each thread sends 3000 file
reading requests and repeats three times.

As shown in Figure 11(a) the cache hit ratio of FC-200MB
is the lowest. The cache hit ratio of FC-10GB can be seen as
the upper bound because the 10GB cache size is enough to
cover all workloads. The cache hit ratio of Cuki is close to
the FC-10GB, which means Cuki helps the cache system to
reach almost the upper bound of the cache hit ratio.

As shown in Figure 11(b), we compare the end-to-end file
reading throughput of the above comparison methods. The
throughput of Cuki is close to FC-10GB which is the upper
bound of the throughput. Overall, Cuki can improve the cache
utilization of file reading to reach higher throughput.

6.7 Accuracy of Miss Ratio Curves Generation
We compare the accuracy of miss ratio curves (MRCs) gen-
eration among Cuki and RAR-CM. Considering the poor
support for the sliding window mechanism in RAR-CM [51],
the window length is the same as the trace length.

As shown in Figure 12(b), Cuki uses 96KB memory for
MSR trace and 1MB memory for other traces. Each item in
RAR-CM needs 128 bits to be stored, which is larger than
Cuki’s 56 bits. In order to make RAR-CM more accurate, we
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Figure 13: Large-scale real-world practice.

allocate RAR-CM 10 MB memory, which is 10× larger than
Cuki. Figure 12(a) shows the accuracy of Cuki in MRCs gen-
eration. Compared with RAR-CM, Cuki reduces the MAE by
around 48%, 82%, and 91% in the MSR, Twitter, and YCSB
traces, respectively. This is because that Cuki can better sup-
port variable-size item. Moreover, RAR-CM estimates the
re-access ratio to compute the reuse distance, which is inaccu-
rate. In addition, Cuki achieves comparable throughput with
RAR-CM in experiments. Overall, Cuki costs less memory
and generates more accurate MRC than RAR-CM.

6.8 Real-world Practice
We elaborate on how Cuki is used in our real-world large-scale
query platforms with the cache system called ShadowCache.
ShadowCache is being leveraged to understand the system
bottleneck and help with query system routing design deci-
sions. Specifically, with ShadowCache, the overall system
can efficiently decide how to size the cache for each tenant,
and what the potential cache hit ratio improvement is. In the
following, we evaluate the usability of the working set size es-
timation methods on a middle-scale Presto cluster (GB-level
cache space). We implement the proposed Cuki-based cache
capacity tuning mechanism. MBF is also used for comparison.

Figure 13(a) shows the estimated WSS of Cuki and MBF
on a middle-scale cluster. There exist fluctuation for MBF
in its estimation due to periodically removing a part of its
statistics as analyzed in § 6.3 and § 6.4. In fact, the cache
system can hardly distinguish the normal workload changes
from the MBF fluctuations. In contrast, Cuki provides stable
working set size estimation with little fluctuation. Thus, Cuki
is more credible and effective in real-world scenarios.

Next, we deploy the proposed approach on a large-scale
real-world Presto cluster (TB-level cache space with 200
servers). Figure 13(b) shows the performance of query work-
loads over one day on the Presto cluster, showing the realistic
cache hit ratio (CHR) performance of the cache system and
the item repetition ratio (IRR) estimated by Cuki. It can be
seen that IRR is much higher than the CHR of cache between
the 16th hour to the 19th hour. We can find that there is an
opportunity to increase the cache capacity based on the esti-
mated WSS during that period to improve the cache hit ratio.

Another interesting discovery during our deployment is
that the WSS of each Presto worker is quite unbalanced. This
is because that the data hotness of each table or partition is
different in real-world scenarios. The extent of the imbalance
is related to the access patterns. Cuki is very helpful for global

cache space allocation with multiple-scope optimization.

7 Related Work

A key challenge for improving cache utilization is provi-
sioning the suitable cache size to fit dynamic workloads
online. As analyzed in § 2, we summarize the prior works
in four categories: Rule-based approaches [21, 24, 34, 42],
ML-based approaches [4, 28, 30, 33, 35], MRC-based ap-
proaches [15, 19, 22, 36, 40, 41, 45, 51, 52], and window-based
approaches [5, 11, 20].

The most recent works related to ours are ClockSketch [11],
RAR-CM [51], and MBF [3]. ClockSketch [11] maintains
a clock value for each item to support the sliding window
mechanism. However, ClockSketch uses the bitmap [44] or
the Bloom filter [8] to estimate cardinality. It brings WSS
estimation error as not being aware of items’ various sizes
but using maximum likelihood estimation with inferior ARE.
RAR-CM [51] uses a hashmap to record item access informa-
tion and estimate the item repetition ratio. However, RAR-CM
is designed for fixed-size item tracking and might be inaccu-
rate for variable-size item tracking. Moreover, RAR-CM has
non-negligible memory consumption when handling a large
number of unique items. MBF [1, 25] uses a series of Bloom
filters to record different statistics in segments of the sliding
window. However, the switching of Bloom filters makes the
estimation result accuracy unstable.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose Cuki, an approximate data structure
for estimating the online WSS and IRR for variable-size item
access with proven accuracy guarantee. Cuki can also be
extended to solve the multi-scope WSS tracking problem.
Experimental results show that Cuki outperforms the cutting-
edge algorithms by 10× in accuracy. Moreover, the proposed
adaptive cache capacity tuning method based on Cuki can
significantly improve the cache performance online.

In the future, we plan to explore more application scenarios
of Cuki in the cloud-native data processing environment.
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Technical Appendix

A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

Cuki is implemented on Alluxio. It also relies on Presto, Hive,
and HDFS to function properly. We prepare the programs,
assemble a workflow of Cuki and package the artifact into the
Git repository.

Scope

The artifact estimates the WSS of different traces. It verifies
the basic function of Cuki and validates the accuracy improve-
ment brought by item-wise fine-grained tracking. In addition,
this artifact also validates the MRC generation accuracy of
Cuki is higher than the SOTA algorithm.

Contents

The artifact includes the source code of Cuki and experiments
scripts. A "README.md" file can be also found in the artifact.
It contains detailed description of the artifact and a step-by-
step instruction for evaluation.

Hosting

The artifact is available at GitHub1. All branches are needed to
be cloned or downloaded for evaluation. The commit version
is the latest one.

Requirements

The environment of the artifact includes Hive 3.1.3, Maven
3.5.4, Hadoop 3.3.1, Java 8, Prometheus 2.37.0, Mysql 8.0.3,
and S3.

B Theoretical Proof of Cuki

We first analyze the false positive rate of Cuki. Then, we the-
oretically demonstrate that Cuki outperforms the competitive
state-of-the-art algorithms in space usage under the same false
positive rate. We summarize the notations in Table 1.

Theorem B.1. For Cuki with f -bits fingerprint and s-bits
clock, the false positive rate is given by

ε = 1−
(
1−

1
2 f

)2b· 2s
2s−1 ·

D
n·b

≈
2s

2s−1
·

2D
n ·2 f , (5)

1Our artifact: https://github.com/shadowcache/Cuki-
Artifact-WSS-Estimation.

Table 1: Notations
Notations Definition

f Bits length of the fingerprint
s Bits length of the clock
ε False positive rate
b Number of entries in a bucket
D Number of distinct items in a sliding window
n Number of buckets in a Cuki
α Load factor of a Cuki
N Number of items in a Cuki
T Size of a sliding window

where b represents the number of entries in each bucket,D
represents the number of distinct items in each sliding window,
and n represents the number of buckets in Cuki.

Proof: The false positive rate of Cuki comes from two aspects:
(i) Cuki stores fingerprints instead of original item keys. (ii)
The outdated items in Cuki might not be cleaned up timely.
For Cuki with n buckets, we define the load factor as

α =
N

n ·b
, (6)

where N represents the number of fingerprints stored in Cuki,
and b represents the number of entries in each bucket.

When querying an element that does not exist in Cuki,
2 ·b ·α fingerprints need to be checked. For Cuki with f -bits
per fingerprint, each check may match a wrong fingerprint and
return a false positive with a probability of 1/2 f . Therefore,
the false positive rate caused by storing fingerprints is

ε = 1− (1−1/2 f )2bα. (7)

For any item in Cuki, it will be cleaned up after performing
2s rounds of the aging operation. For a sliding window of size
T , to prevent an item from being mistakenly deleted before
its time window ends, the frequency of the aging operation is
T

2s−1 . Thus, for an item in the data stream, the time interval
between insertion and clean-up is 2s

2s−1T . In other words,
Cuki actually stores all the items inserted within the time
interval 2s

2s−1T , which is 2s

2s−1 times of the sliding window
size. Suppose the number of distinct items within each sliding
window isD, the number of items stored in Cuki is given by

N =
2s

2s−1
D. (8)

Combining Equations (6), (7), and (8), we have

ε = 1−
(
1−

1
2 f

)2b· 2s
2s−1 ·

D
nb

≈
2s

2s−1
·

2D
n ·2 f . □

Experimental verification: We conduct experiments to vali-
date Theorem B.1. We vary f from 4 to 11, and set s as 12 -
f . Other parameters follow the settings in § 6. As shown in
Figure 14, the experimental results show that the theoretical
false positive rate well matches the experimental results.
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Figure 14: Verification of Theorem B.1.

Corollary B.1.1. For a fixed memory consumption M, when
s = 1, the minimum false positive rate is given by

8D
n ·2M/n·b

,

where M = n ·b( f + s) represents the memory consumption of
fingerprints and clocks in Cuki, n represents the number of
buckets in Cuki, b represents the number of entries in each
bucket, f represents the bits length of the fingerprint, s repre-
sents the bits length of the clock, andD represents the number
of distinct items in each sliding window.

Proof: As per Theorem B.1, the false positive rate is mainly
affected by f and s. Thus we only analyze the memory con-
sumption of fingerprints and clocks. Plug f = M

nb − s into
Equation (5), and we get

ε(s) =
2D

n ·2M/nb ·
4s

2s−1
,

where s = 1,2, . . . , M
nb − 1. Obviously, the false positive rate

increases as s increases, and ε(s) is the minimum when s = 1.
This completes the proof. □

Corollary B.1.2. For the same false positive rate ε, Cuki
requires less space than ClockSketch [11] and SWAMP [5].

Proof: According to Corollary B.1.1, let T = n ·b, n > 8, the
memory consumption of Cuki can be computed as

M(ε) = T log2
8D
nε
< T log2

D

ε
≤ T log2

T

ε
. (9)

According to [11], by ignoring the memory consumption
caused by storing the size field and the payload field, the
memory consumption of SWAMP is

M1(ε) > T log2
T

ε
. (10)

Therefore, to achieve the same false positive rate ε, the mem-
ory consumption of Cuki is always lower than that of SWAMP.

As per [11], the memory consumption of ClockSketch is

M2(ε) ≈
8

3ln2
T log2

1
ε
≈ 3.8472T log2

1
ε
. (11)

Let T = 2D, the memory consumption of Cuki is given as

M(ε) = 4T +T log2
1
ε
. (12)

When ε < 37.76%, which is often satisfied in real-world ap-
plications [17], M(ε) < M2(ε). This completes the proof. □

C Evaluation

C.1 Motivated Example of Opportunistic Ag-
ing: Estimation Fluctuation
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Figure 15: An example of estimation result fluctuating on the
YCSB dataset (The size of a count-based sliding window is
65,536, and the clock bits is set to 4).

A large number of items will be cleared at the same time
in the background aging process. As shown in Figure 15,
the working set size is overestimated before aging. After the
execution of aging, a tremendous amount of items are instantly
cleared. Therefore the estimation result are fluctuating, and
may affect the error of the estimated WSS. We propose an
optimization method named opportunistic aging to alleviate
this problem in aging operation.

C.2 Accuracy Evaluation of Cuki
In this experiment, we evaluate the accuracy of different WSS
estimation methods. This experiment observes an additional
metric WER on three traces (including the YCSB trace not
shown in § 6.3), which can be seen as a supplement to § 6.3.
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(d) ARE on YCSB trace

Figure 16: Performance comparison of accuracy.

Figure 16 shows the ARE and WER of different methods
measured in the same run on three traces. The ARE or WER
of All methods is high without sufficient memory. The ARE
or WER of Cuki decreases to 1% and lower as the memory
space gradually becomes larger. However, even with sufficient
memory, the ARE or WER of other methods can hardly further
decrease. Take the ClockSketch as an example, The WER of
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ClockSketch is decreased from 12.52% to 5.13% on MSR
trace as the memory increases to 1563KB. In contrast, Cuki
decreases the WER from 1.14% to 0.24% as the memory
increases to 768KB. This is due to the fine-grained per-item
tracking method in Cuki. Although the WER of MBF is close
to Cuki on the Twitter trace, Cuki performs much better in
other traces. This is because MBF switches a Bloom filter out
periodically and causes errors for the estimated result.

To conclude, similar to the experiment results in § 6.3,
Cuki and Cuki-OA still achieve the best accuracy with the
same memory consumption regarding the WER metric and
YCSB trace.

C.3 Stability Evaluation of Cuki
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Figure 17: Performance comparison of stability in Twitter
trace (time-based)
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(b) Twitter trace
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Figure 18: Performance comparison of stability (count-based)

In this experiment, we evaluate the stability of different
methods under the time-based sliding window and the count-

based sliding window. For the count-based sliding window,
We use the default configuration described in § 6.1. For
the time-based sliding window on Twitter trace, we allocate
1408KB memory for Cuki and double memory for other meth-
ods to meet their memory requirements. We replay the Twitter
trace with 24× speedup according to the data request traffic.
Figures 17 and 18 illustrate the stability performance of dif-
ferent methods over the time-based sliding window and the
count-based sliding window, respectively. The estimation re-
sults of a count-based sliding window are more stable than
that of a time-based sliding window. This is because the num-
ber of items in a count-based window is fixed. However, there
are still some jagged fluctuations in all methods. The rea-
sons for these fluctuations are the same as we show in § 6.4.
Benefiting from the per-item size tracking, the RE of Cuki
and Cuki-OA is the most stable of the other four methods.
Cuki-OA has a more stable estimation result than Cuki be-
cause of the opportunistic aging. To sum up, we conclude that
Cuki and Cuki-OA also achieve the most stable and accurate
estimates on a count-based window.
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